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                                        Start-Up on MU Indicators, Benchmarks, and Measures of Success  
 
Part of the Metro-U Charge is to develop useful and meaningful indicators and benchmarks to measure progress 
toward success. 
 
We would like you to join in a thoughtful exercise your colleagues on the steering group have done, to help start 
this task, to be built on in the coming weeks. We already started by inviting everyone to mention an important 
stake for our community, students, or university during our introductions. 
 
We would like you to think about what success for developing the Metro-U should look like in 3 to 5 years, for 
our stakeholders – the metropolitan community, the students, and the university. 
Please take a minute to collect thoughts; we’ll collect these as well, so please write legibly even if they are bullet 
notes! 
 
What will success in developing the metropolitan university look like for USM’s regional community in 3-5 
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